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Smart LED Path Light User Guide
Thank you for ordering . Set-up is easy and takes only a few minutes 
by following the instructions.
The smart Path Light can work with both Amazon Alexa and Google 
Assistant.But the light after being installed will need to be paired with an 
app called 'Smart Life' first, and then the Smart Life app will need to be 
bound with either Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to activate the voice 
control function.
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Part One - How to pair the Path 
Light to Smart Life app?



Step C. Pair the path Light to Smart Life App.
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(2) Tap ‘Lighting’, then choose 
‘Lighting Source (BLE)’ to add 
the path Light.
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(3) Power on the path light with your own switch. 
Repeatedly turn on-off-on-off-on-off-on the switch 
to activate the path light into rapid blinking status 
(about0.5s per blink).Wait till the path light no
 longer blinks, click the ‘Next’ button on this page.

LED Bollard pathway litht

Step D: Reset the device 



n on/off,change colors,adjust      
brightness ect) with Smart Life on the setting page. Turn on or off the 

- A simple name is recommended for easier voice recognition with 
Alexa or Google Assistant in next steps.
- The name given to the path Light will be the same for voice control 
on Alexa or Google Assistant. For example, the path Light is named 
‘Path Light’ on this manual.
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Step F: The named path light will be shown on the app homepage.

Now you can control the path light (turn on

path light by tapping the bulb icon.

path light

Step E: 

Path Light
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Step A        : 
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Part Two: How to pair the Path light to Hub
*  This Path light is not included a Hub, the compatible Hub you can buy from 
https://expo.tuya.com/smart/gateway-control/gateway/bluetooth-gateway/
CT9cn950tvc6ri-CT9cn9ny0bjyha-CT9cnehtd4qtkz
Some Hubs  
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Part Three - How to control the LED 
Path Light with Amazon Alexa?
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Step E: When the named path light  is paired to Alexa from Smart 
Life, it will show on the device page (see the 'smart path light ' example ).

Step D: When your Smart Life account is bound to Alexa, tap 'DISCOVE 
DEVICES' to detect the path light .
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Step F: Now you can control the path light with Alexa App on the setting
page. To turn on or off the path light , simply tap the bulb icon.

Step G: You can also voice control the path light  with Alexa by giving 
these commands: “Alexa, turn on ‘device name’ “, “Alexa, set ‘device 
name’  to ‘color‘  ”, “Alexa, set ‘device name’ to ‘number‘ ”.
Device name is the one you give to the path light . The path light 
is named ‘ path light ’ in this manual. For example, “Alexa, turn
on ‘ path light ’ ”, “Alexa, set ‘smart path light ’ to ‘blue’ ”etc.

Note: To control the Path Light with Google Assistant, please continue 
to read Part Four.

Path light

Path light
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Part Four - How to control the LED 
Path Light with Google Assistant?
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